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In the Introduction, there is reference to the long Padua series and that from Milan. The
IMPROVE project was one of the first that went back to the original sources and digitized
all the sub-daily data from scratch. However, before that long monthly average series
have been used for years. The monthly average series for mean sea-level pressure has
been used in numerous publications (Jones et al., 1987 and 1999), the latter in the EU
ADVICE project. These sources used Polli (1951) update to more recent times. What
would be useful in this paper would be to compare your ‘new’ monthly pressure averages
with those from Polli which cover the period from 1841-1950. Polli would have done all the
calculations by hand. It would be useful to see how good these were? Did Polli miss
something out, or make some mistakes? It would be useful to know how good our
forebears were.

Focussing just on Italian series from the Po Plain is OK, but there is another long series
from Zagreb in Croatia from 1862 (Anon, 1969). This one will be harder for you to find,
but it is closer than Milan.

Specific Comments

It is a pity that the earlier observations from 1802 did not provide enough details.
Newspaper reports often don’t contain enough details. Sometimes, though, with
computers and all the data digitized, it is possible to figure out what the numbers
mean. Silvio Polli couldn’t develop the series earlier than 1841 either, so nothing to be
ashamed of.
P3, Line 19, ‘relocated to the third floor’, and ‘to a new room on the roof’. Just better
English.
I wonder if you’re going to look at the long temperature series, but the various site
moves might be more important for air temperature than air pressure.



P4, line 4, change ‘told to ‘said’.
Was the same adjustment for temperature used throughout? Sometimes there are
Tables giving the adjustments for temperature, elevation and gravity. These Tables
may have been slightly altered over the years. I presume you made the adjustments
from the original readings. I see later that there are 4 Appendices with the formulae
used
I presume you’re confident that the observers all knew what they were doing, even
though at some times, it is likely that sometimes junior staff read the instruments.
Normally drifts with pressure were spotted quite quickly.
P5, line 20, better to say ‘Thanks to the redundancy of several barometers…’
P6, with the need to adjust for different observation hours, early observers often
measured barometric values every hour for a few years, so they could adjust whatever
combination of hours were measured to the true daily mean based on 24
measurements each day. This seems to be based on the 1868-1870 period. Although
this is short, you could have smoothed the results?
Your adjustments and the equations on p6 all seem good. This is where the check with
Polli (1951) would be useful. You can use so much more information and detail than he
could! Were there any reasons given for the missing days? Probably WWI was a factor,
but also 1845 and 1862. Still 44 out of 65013 is very good.
I presume you’re going to adjust the pressure data before 1865? It looks about 1hPa
too low. Comparison with neighbours should help – maybe this comes later. The point
I’m getting at is that the final few plots indicate issues before 1865.
With Figure 6, would it not be better comparing with Padua, as it is much close than
Milan? Maybe Padua doesn’t have the temporal resolution for the period in the
mid-1840s.
Figure 7 indicates the problems with Trieste before about 1865. There seems to be an
issue with Padua for several years in the early 1990s, and also from the 1920s to the
1960s as you indicate. I am sort of saying that I would like to see a few more
conclusions, as opposed to saying that all three Italian series have suspicious periods.
So rather than saying Trieste is suspect from 1841-1864, suggest an adjustment. I
wouldn’t put too much faith in 20CRv3 being correct then.
I hope another reviewer checks whether the data and the format used on the PANGEA
site is a good one.
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